Q36.5
Absolutely
Equipment

Q36.5 is an extreme
vision of the future
of competitive cycling
clothing

The new Essential
Collection 2.0
As promised, since we are coming to the end
of our 4-year cycle, we are unveiling the new
generation of our Essential Collection, just in
time for Winter/2019 and the Olympic games
in Tokyo.
For us, “Essential” is not just the name of
a collection, rather it is the spirit of Q36.5.
“Essential” is our credo dictating all we do.
One could say that it’s part of our DNA.
“Essential” is the source of our inspiration for
all of our R&D and creative efforts. Q36.5’s
Essential Collection is a compact range of
extremely versatile equipment that can dress
a “Corridore” (racer, well prepared rider) for
any riding condition in any season. We define
“Essential” as being a substantial, necessary
collection, not adorned with unnecessary
frills but rather minimal and state of the art in
function. It’s a cycling military uniform proving
less is actually more.
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This past year has seen us re-thinking,
experimenting, testing, developing and
designing new pieces of Equipment and we
are now ready to introduce Q36.5’s second
Essential Collection. We are extremely
proud of our work, backed by an advanced
scientific approach and using a thermo
comfort analysis system that has validated
our research and results in the field of thermo
regulation.
All pieces of Equipment in our Essential
Collection have been redesigned adhering to
our credo of functional essentialism. We have
delved deeper and deeper into the spirit of
“Essential” with:
New, advanced body mapping construction,
eliminating the unnecessary.
The laser cut (raw cut) solution, getting rid of
all unnecessary seams.
Working on weight reduction, “Stay warm with
a lightweight garment”.
Improved ergonomic cut and comfort.
Hermetic collar construction.

Size development
We are introducing a unisex cut with XXS sizes
to fit women.
New in the family
The featherlight Air-Shell and Air-Vest, both
with a 15-denier woven stretch weave, will
become your new emergency friends year
round. These extremely packable, minimal
weight Essentials are riding companions that
should join you, in your pocket, every day!
New Overshoes System
Welcome 3 different overshoes to suit
conditions from +20°C to Be Love Zero. The
Hybrid Overshoes and the Super Termico
Overshoes are conceived with a new fit
system - you wear them like a sock!!

During the past five years we have also
learned more about the importance of fabric
cut. In our second generation products we pay
special attention to the quality and durability
of our fabrics.
Pioneering research in the area of smart fibers
led to our breakthrough use of woven fabrics
in cycling apparel. Now we have improved
our proprietary fabrics with new, smart fibers
creating the Hybrid Shell Plus, Hybrid Shell
Light, Thermal Shell and Thermal Shell Light.
As safety while cycling is an ongoing issue,
we have added larger reflective inserts
and details such as bright colors for added
visibility. And finally, we are focusing more on
sustainability. Our footprint during the entire
production process is limited and we use
recycled fibers in several of our proprietary
fabrics. The Essential Collection 2.0 continues
in the undying spirit of inspired functional and
minimalistic design.
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New
Releases
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Termica
Jacket

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

45% polyamide, 35% polyester,
15% elastane, 5% polyurethane
400 g
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 0°C
050X Black, 050X.5 Silver
312,50 €

Weather control
and protection
Our Termica Jacket is the
heavy duty piece in our
Essential Collection, a real
warrior made to do battle
during winter high intensity
training. It’s origins stem
from the 80’s when “Termica”
jackets were favoured by
Pros in the peloton as their
essential piece for weather
protection. Q36.5 has
improved on the original,
designing a modern piece
for intense training. The
Termica Jacket is designed
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with a special construction
that incorporates different
fabrics throughout the
jacket - all strategically
placed based on our body
mapping thermo-hydro
comfort analysis research.
We use our UF Thermal Shell
400gr/m2 for the chest and
shoulder areas and the new
UF Thermo Light 250gr/m2
for the sleeves. Both fabrics
use an 9 micron hydrophilic
porous membrane that
allows vapour to get out but
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also protects from wind and
water. The fabric is now 20%
more breathable. Compared
to the original Termica,
we have greatly improved
on the thermoregulation,
allowing the jacket to
react to the surrounding
environment and respond
to the reactions of the body.
The adaptable and flexible
barrier of the membrane
adjusts intelligently and the
insulating properties respond
to temperature changes for

optimum comfort no matter
what the environment.
An important job of the
Termica Jacket is to control
heat loss. By choosing
specific fabric blends placed
strategically as well as
focusing on proper cut, we
have successfully managed
to reduce heat loss and
maintain a more stabile
body temperature: we call
this breakthrough “AntiCondensation Development”.
This process boasts a high

absorption/emission rate of
moisture before it has time
to change into sweat caused
by condensation. The AntiCondensation Development
minimises the dangerous
heat loss that condensation
can cause in sub-zero and
cold training conditions.
The body generates natural
heat during physical activity,
creating a microclimate.
The objective is to keep this
microclimate stable and use
it, increasing the exchange

Q&E

of vapour before it turns into
sweat. Collar design in a long
sleeve winter shell jacket is
of utmost importance. The
collar is a strategic and
fundamental piece of the
Equipment and we have
focused on designing a
specific, innovative collar
with a special construction.
Normally the collar is made
with only one solid piece of
fabric, however, Q36.5 has
designed the Termica Jacket’s
collar with four different

pieces. The objective is to
have a collar that follows
the line of the body perfectly
and ergonomically when in
a riding position on the bike.
The result is a zero pressure
and hermetically sealed collar
that creates a barrier to the
chilly wind. The Barber Collar
2.0 on the Termica Jacket is
protected with mod-dep.
Our jacket also features the
Q36.5 proprietary invisible
pocket system as well as an
extra upper forearm pocket.

Weather control
Unique Fabric
ThermalShell
RSR Body
mapping
Pre-shaped fit
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Features
New Hermetic Barber Collar 2.0
Laser raw cut sleeves
Strategically placed
reflective inserts
Sleeve, back, side panels
Laminated fabrics
UF Thermal Shell and UF
Thermal Shell Light

Features
Full water repellency
Body mapping 2.0
5 pockets
Cam-lock waterproof zipper
20% more reflective inserts
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Jersey long
sleeve Hybrid
Que

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

63% polyamide, 36% elastane,
1% carbon fibre (PAC)
199 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 8°C
045X.2 Black, 045X.3 Green,
045X.4 Orange, 045X.5 Light Blue
210,00 €

Control your body climate
An Essential and iconic
product of Q36.5’s Equipment
line, this 3-season long
sleeve jersey falls into the
category of ‘Wind Control’.
It is produced using the
proprietary technology of the
UF Hybrid Shell, a super highdensity woven proprietary
fabric augmented with a
smart fiber (on the inside
face) for even more warmth.
This is a super high-density
woven proprietary fabric now
augmented with an extra
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warming effect thanks to
the Heat Fiber, a smart fiber
on the inside face, which is
produced from the residue
from coffee bean processing.
Our measurements show an
increase of 1 grade Celsius in
comparison to our previous
version. And, thanks to fabric
blends, placement and cut
we can reduce heat loss in
order to maintain a more
stabile body temperature:
we call it “Anti-Condensation
Development”. This process
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boasts a high absorption/
emission rate of moisture
before it has time to
change into sweat due to
condensation.
This process minimises
the dangerous heat loss
that condensation can
cause in sub-zero and cold
training conditions. The body
generates natural heat during
physical activity, creating a
microclimate. The objective is
to to keep this microclimate
stable and use it, increasing

the exchange of vapour
before it turns into sweat.
While the UF Hybrid Shell
and UF Hybrid Shell Light are
employed in the core heat
zones and the areas most
affected by wind chill (chest,
upper back, upper arms), the
fast drying UFL1 Silver fabric is
employed on the back and
the underside of the forearms.
A new collar construction, with
zero pressure and a hermetic
seal has been devised using
2 different cuts. The objective

Q&E

is to have a collar that follows
the line of the body perfectly
and ergonomically when
in the riding position. The
result is zero pressure and
a hermetical closure on the
collar that creates a barrier to
the cold wind.
The Hybrid Que features the
Q36.5 proprietary invisible
pocket system as well as an
extra upper forearm pocket.

Wind control
RSR Body
mapping
Unique Fabric
Hybrid Shell
Silver Thread
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Features
Body mapping 2.0
Cam-lock reflective zipper
20% more reflective inserts

Features
Full water repellency
Body mapping 2.0
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Long
Salopette L1

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

62% polyamide, 35% elastane,
2% silver, 1% carbon fibre (PAC)
255 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 5°C to + 15°C
010X, 011X Without insert
266,00 € With insert

Control your body climate
The Long Salopette L1 is an
Essential and iconic product in
the Q36.5 Equipment line. This
tight is the proper “weapon”
of choice for high intensity
training in mid-season and
early winter. The tight is part
of our Wind Control category
and made entirely of our
proprietary technology UFHybrid Shell PLUS. This is a
super high-density woven
proprietary fabric now
augmented with an extra
warming effect thanks to
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the Heat Fiber, a smart fiber
on the inside face, which is
produced from the residue
from coffee bean processing.
The fiber attracts far-infrared
rays from the environment
and uses them to heat the
body. Our measurements
show an increase of 1 degree
Celsius in comparison to our
previous Long Salopette.
The cut and construction
of this new version is more
spartan. The cut is the
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result of the evolution of our
ergogenic pattern design,
using a minimum of seams
that are each strategically
placed. And, adieu to the
central seams in the crotch
area, thanks to the anti-stress
panel. A laser cut finish has
also enabled us to get rid of
many superfluous seams.
The clever alignment of
panels is designed to move
with the direction of the pedal
stroke, exploiting the vectorial
elasticity of the fabric. This is a

strategic design feature which
can be felt by sensitive riders
during the pedalling action.
Tested at over 110rpm, the
Long Salopette L1 is designed
to allow maximum free
movement while ensuring
warmth despite its’ light
weight.

Q&E

Wind control
Unique Fabric
Hybrid Shell
Vectorial
elasticity
Reflective
insert
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Features
Ergonomic cut
Laser raw cut
Minimal use of seams,
all strategically placed

Features
For cold, dry conditions
and in wet weather as well
Reflective inserts
Increased durability
(Dyneema insert
for the saddle area)
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Termica Long
Salopette

The Termica Long Salopette
L1 is THE tight for highintensity training during
the winter season. This
precision weapon is part of
our Weatherproof category
that uses our proprietary
technology UF - Hybrid Shell
PLUS in combination with a
second layer of perforated
fleece at the front area of the
legs thus making the use of
a membrane obsolete. These
two layers work together as
a system that maintains a
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stabile body temperature,
retains the natural body heat
and effectively protects from
the elements.
This is a super high-density
woven proprietary fabric now
augmented with an extra
warming effect thanks to
the Heat Fiber, a smart fiber
on the inside face, which is
produced from the residue
from coffee bean processing.
The fiber attracts far-infrared
rays from the environment
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 31% elastane,
7% polyester, 1% silver, 1% carbon fibre (PAC)
275 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- 5°C to + 12°C
012X, 013X Without insert
289,00 € With insert

and uses them to heat the
body. Our measurements
show an increase of 1 degree
Celsius in comparison to our
previous version.
The cut and construction of
the Termica Long Salopette L1
is also more spartan. The cut
is the result of the evolution of
our ergogenic pattern design,
using a minimum of seams
that are all strategically
placed. And, adieu to the
central seams in the crotch

area, thanks to the anti-stress
panel. A laser cut finish has
also enabled us to get rid of
many superfluous seams.
The clever alignment of
panels is designed to move
with the direction of the pedal
stroke, exploiting the vectorial
elasticity of the fabric. This is a
strategic design feature which
can be felt by sensitive riders
during the pedalling action.
These are low volume tights
that offer maximum freedom

Q&E

of moment, ensure warmth
despite its’ light weight and
minimise heat loss that
condensation can cause in
sub-zero training conditions.
Tested and guaranteed at
over 110rpm!
This special piece of riding
Equipment is a reflection of
the very contemporary idea
that winter training does not
mean slow training. Rather,
during the cold season a rider
can work on their positioning,

on their cadence and never
stop looking at their watts.
Gone is the thick, heavy,
simple and relaxed feel of the
traditional winter tight. In it’s
place we have introduced this
new, customised weapon:
The Termica Long Salopette!

Weather proof
Ergogenic
pattern
Vectorial
elasticity
Unique Fabric
Hybrid Shell
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Features
Reflective inserts
Ergonomic cut
Laser raw cut
Minimal use of seams,
all strategically placed

Features
For cold, dry conditions
and in wet weather as well
Increased durability
(Dyneema insert for
the saddle area)
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Long Salopette L1
Woman

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

62% polyamide, 35% elastane,
2% silver, 1% carbon fibre (PAC)
235 g
XS, S, M, L
+ 5°C to + 12°C
010W, 011W Without insert
250,00 € With insert

Control your body climate
Based on the studies we
performed for the Salopette
Dottore, we conducted further
research and calibrated a
modern tight for women: an
ergogenic women’s long tight
that speaks to the functional,
activity and anatomic/
ergonomic needs of a
women’s body during intense
training. Long Salopette
Women L1 is our modern vision
of a long tight, designed to
give proper protection from
cold as well as added muscle
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support.
In our Women’s Collection,
we found the need to use our
avant-garde smart fabric
in a way that would support
the different demands of
a woman’s body. The Long
Salopette Women L1 is the
‘leg weapon’ for high intensity
training in mid-season and
early winter and is part of
our Wind Control category
that uses our proprietary
technology UF Hybrid Shell
PLUS. This is a super high-
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density woven proprietary
fabric now augmented with
an extra warming effect
thanks to the Heat Fiber, a
smart fiber on the inside
face, which is produced
from the residue from coffee
bean processing. The fiber
attracts far-infrared rays
from the environment and
uses them to heat the body.
Tested at over 110rpm, the
Long Salopette Women L1 is
designed to allow maximum
free moment while ensuring

warmth despite its’ light
weight.
The cut and construction of
the Long Salopette Women
L1 is more spartan. The cut is
the result of the evolution of
our ergogenic pattern design,
using a minimum of seams
that are each strategically
placed. And, adieu to the
central seams in the crotch
area, thanks to the anti-stress
panel. A laser cut finish has
also enabled us to get rid of
many superfluous seams.

Q&E

Wind control
Unique Fabric
Hybrid Shell
Vectorial
elasticity
Reflective
insert
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Features
Ergonomic cut
Laser raw cut
Minimal use of seams,
all strategically placed

Features
For cold, dry conditions
and in wet weather as well
Reflective inserts
Increased durability
(Dyneema insert
for the saddle area)
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Jersey
Longsleeve
Woman

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 17% elastane, 23% polyester
180 g
XS, S, M, L
+ 8°C
042W
179,00 €

Air Insulation
Jacket

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

39% polyamide, 30% polyester,
30% elastane, 1% silver
280 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 6°C
044.2 Black, 044.4 Orange, 044.5 Light Blue
240,00 €

Control your body climate
This 3-season long sleeve
jersey from our Wind Control
category uses our avantgarde smart fabrics in designs
that conform to the different
demands of a woman’s
body. The jersey is designed
for high-intensity training in
mid-season. Cut and fit are
specifically calibrated for a
woman’s anatomy, with a
double layer added to the
chest area. Thanks to fabric
mixes, calculated placement
and cut, this jersey can
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reduce heat loss and thus
maintain a more stabile body
temperature: we call it “AntiCondensation Development”.
This process boasts a high
absorption/emission rate
of moisture before it has
time to change into sweat
due to condensation. It
minimises the dangerous
heat loss that condensation
can cause in mid-season
training conditions. The body
generates natural heat during
physical activity, creating a
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microclimate. The objective
is to keep this microclimate
stable and use it, speeding
up the exchange of vapour
before it turns into sweat.
The Long Sleeve Jersey
Woman is lightweight,
compact and cosy, designed
with a comfortable fit for
maximum freedom of
movement. Reflective inserts
have been added on the back
to enhance visibility. A subtle
floral texture adorns the chest,
adding an elegant touch.

Wind Control
RSR body
mapping
High
Breathability
Pre-shaped fit

The Air Insulation Jacket is
designed with an avantgarde proprietary fabric
that’s versatile, compact and
light. This piece of Equipment
has a high, ergonomically
designed, protective collar to
maximise both thermal and
wind protection around the
neck area. It has a completely
pre-shaped fit and clever
body mapping to respond
to riders’ needs. The core
of the jersey is constructed
entirely from our proprietary

Q&E

Hybrid Air Protection fabric,
an innovative, completely
new two layered fabric. The
outer layer incorporates
a ribbed fleece and highdensity polyamide weave
and is enhanced by our
special water resistance
treatment. For the inner
layer we introduce our new
UF Air Insulation, a brushed
loft knit jacquard with
incredible moisture vapour
management and thermal
capabilities. The result is high

thermal protection with low
volume that can adapt to
the different demands of
high intensity winter training.
A combination that protects
you with wind control yet
maintains a high breathability
rate due to the lack of a
membrane while the UF Air
Insulation works as a heat
retainer. The entire jacket
has a DWR treatment to
increase fast drying times and
protects riders in wet weather
conditions.

RSR body
mapping
High
Breathability
Silver Thread
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Air Vest

Another newcomer to the
Essential Collection - the
Air-Vest. Produced with a 15
denier x 38gr/m2 high density,
stretch-woven magic fabric,
this is a feather light wind
vest, the perfect companion
for all year round. This vest is
extremely compact and low
volume, breathable and boasts a durable water repellent
treatment.
Designed for an ergonomic
fit, the cut allows for maxi-
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

mum freedom of movement
thanks to its’ pre-shaped
construction and the four
direction stretch of the woven
fabric.
The cut of the back is designed with a power mesh to
increase breathability and
reduce the common flapping of traditional wind vests.
Reflective inserts on the back
and along the cam-lock zipper have been introduced to
increase visibility.
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80% polyamide, 10% elastane,
10% polyurethane
69 g
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
4-season Body Temperature Stability Guarantee
068
109,00€

Minimal weight and extremely
packable, this is the riding
companion to join you, in your
pocket, every day!

Wind control
Ergogenic
pattern
Pre-shaped fit

Water
Repellence

Q&E
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Features
Ergonomic cut
Reflective cam-lock zip
Minimal use of seams,
all strategically placed

Features
Perfect for use in cold,
dry conditions and
in wet weather as well
Reflective inserts
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Air Shell Jacket

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

80% polyamide, 10% elastane,
10% polyurethane
90 g
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
4-season Body Temperature Stability Guarantee
069
139,00€

Control your body climate
The newcomer to the Essential
Collection is our long sleeve
wind-jacket. The AIR-Shell
is made from a 15-denier x
38gr/m2 high-density, coated,
stretch-woven magic fabric
that is feather light and
makes this wind-jacket the
perfect companion for all year
round. It’s extremely compact
and low volume, breathable
and boasts a durable water
repellent treatment.
Designed for an ergonomic fit,
the cut allows for maximum
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freedom of movement
thanks to its’ pre-shaped
construction and the four
direction stretch of the woven
fabric. The cut of the back
is designed with a highdensity, stretch-woven fabric
to increase breathability
and reduce the common
flapping of traditional wind
jackets. Reflective inserts on
the back, the cuffs and along
the cam-lock zipper have
been introduced to increase
visibility.

Minimal weight and extremely
packable, this is the riding
companion to join you, in your
pocket, every day!

Wind control
Ergogenic
pattern
Pre-shaped fit

Water
Repellence
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Features
Ergonomic cut
Reflective cam-lock zip
Minimal use of seams,
all strategically placed

Features
Perfect for use in cold,
dry conditions and
in wet weather as well
Reflective inserts
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Hybrid
Overshoes

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Termico
Overshoes

39% Polyamide,
30% Polyester
30% Elastane, 1% Silver
70 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+ 10°C to + 18°C
237
88,00 €
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bean processing. The fiber
attracts far-infrared rays from
the environment and uses
them to heat the body.
Offering low volume, slender
fit and durability, the Hybrid
Overshoes have more. Thanks
to the characteristics of the
fabric, this accessory is very
breathable, has an excellent
water repellency and will protect your shoes and feet from
chilly winds and dirty roads.
Numerous reflective inserts
ensures augmented visibility.
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Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

45% polyester,
23% polyurethane,
19% polyamide,
13% elastane
100 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+ 4°C to + 12°C
238
91,50 €

A winter thermal overshoe which exploits
Q36.5’s intense fabric research

An Overshoe that you wear like a sock!
This Essential piece of Equipment for mid-season riding
is extremely lightweight and
protective. Hybrid Overshoes
are part of our Wind Control
category that uses our proprietary technology UF-Hybrid
Shell PLUS. This is a super
high-density woven proprietary fabric now augmented
with an extra warming effect
thanks to the Heat Fiber, a
smart fiber on the inside of
the face, which is produced
from the residue from coffee

Material

Wind control
Silver Thread

Uf Hybrid
Shell
Dyneema
Thread

Termico Overshoes are based
on the more traditional models of overshoes, closed with
a zipper in the back; our zipper
is reflective - essential on
foggy, grey days or if riding at
dusk. This is a light, protective
Essential piece of Equipment
for the winter season.
These overshoes combine
our Weatherproof category,
3-layer fabric that uses a
combination of our proprietary technology UF Thermal
Shell, laminated polyami-

Q&E

de-polyester micro-fleece
backed with a 18-micron
hydrophilic membrane and
the UF Hybrid Shell. The fabrics are strategically placed
to offer maximum protection
from wind and cold especially
in the toe zone.
An accessory that is low
volume and highly durable,
the Termico Overshoes 238
fit smoothly over the shoe
with no wrinkles and offer
numerous reflective inserts for
safety.

Weatherproof
Unique Fabric
ThermalShell
Uf Hybrid
Shell
Dyneema
Thread
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Super Termico
Overshoes

Material

Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Be Love Seta

45% polyester,
23% polyurethane,
19% polyamide,
13% elastane
125 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
- 5°C to + 6°C
239
110,00 €

A Super Termico Overshoe that you wear like a sock!
Our SUPER Termico Overshoes
are the solution for deep winter riding. These are hermetic
overshoes worn as a sock and
offer shell protection against
the challenging environment
of winter. The SUPER Termico
overshoes are constructed
totally from our Weatherproof
category fabric that uses our
proprietary technology UF
Thermal Shell. The front side is
entirely constructed with two
layers of our warmest fabric,
hermetically protecting riders’
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feet from the harsh weather.
This thermic, durable, hermetic and low volume accessory
covers the shoes and offers
extra security when visibility
is low thanks to its’ numerous
reflective inserts.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

48% Polyester (PrimaLoft ®), 12% Silk,
10% Polyamide, 10% Polypropylene, 20% Elastane
46 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+0°C
2018
25,00 €

Warmest Fabric Technology (PrimaLoft®-Silk mix)

Weatherproof
Unique Fabric
ThermalShell
Reflective
insert
Dyneema
Thread

A deep winter sock seamlessly woven from the same
PrimaLoft®-Silk high performance thermic thread,
offering protection from
extreme cold while minimizing
volume. The Be love Seta is
designed with a high-density
padded foot-bed for reducing
conductive heat loss through
the sole of the shoe. Features
the same Achilles protection
pad as all other models in the
range.
14cm cuff length.

Q&E

Please note that this PrimaLoft®-Silk thread blend will
shrink slightly (though not
enough to necessitate wearing a larger size). For ultimate
zero-crease contoured fit we
recommend cold washing the
sock before first use.

Achilles tendon
protection
pad
Gradual
Compression
Pump Action
Metatarsal
protection pad
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Termico
Glove

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

45% polyester, 19% polyamide,
13% elastane, 23% polyurethane
80 g
XS, S, M, L, XL
+ 5°C to + 15°C
255X
79,00 €

A mid- season and early
winter glove designed with
Q36.5’s proprietary UF Thermal
Shell fabric (originally developed for use in our full-winter
Termica jacket). The laminated, fleece-lined fabric
provides excellent waterproof
and thermal qualities.
The glove is cut with the same
minute attention to comfort
and ease of movement as
the rest of our Collection. The
pre-shape fit, which can be
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noted in the way the unworn
glove curls forward at the
wrist and thumb & forefinger
areas. This mimics the riding
position of the hand and
results in minimal tension in
the gloves’ fabric, and subsequently in the hand wearing it,
while in a riding position. The
lateral reflective panels are
wider so as to increase visibility. Features also include palm
padding for nerve protection
and Japanese micro-suede
inserts.The gloves are also

now longer at the wrist area
for better hermetic protection
from cold air.
Touch screen compatible

Wind control
Unique Fabric
ThermalShell
Reflective
insert
Pre
shaped fit
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Essential
Collection

42
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Fit is everything
Q36.5 garments are characterized by a Unique
Fit. This Unique Fit will be immediately discerned
by the rider in the different feeling, a different
feeling which is the invisible signature of the
brand experienced when he or she first puts on
a piece of Q36.5 clothing. All Q36.5 products use
high performance fabrics which have often been
developed by us in conjunction with suppliers
exclusively for use in these products. The best
performance of these Unique Fabrics can only be
achieved through the intended snug Q36.5 fit; while
some riders may not be used to cycling clothing
which follows the contours of the body so closely,
this different feeling comes at no expense to on
the bike comfort; in fact the fit qualities achieved
through a combination of fit and specifically
developed fabrics (often used in various different
densities throughout the pattern for the most
sensitive body mapping) improve comfort,
particularly on longer rides where muscular fatigue
can stimulate significant discomfort.

Essentialism and purity
The name Essential Collection is chosen not only
as a reference to the essentialism and purity of
the designs but also to the deliberately compact
range of garments offered: a single summer
jersey, a single gilet, single bib short model, and
so on. For these pieces of clothing the definition
of performance goes beyond that of a garment
which works exceptionally in a single, often highly
specific, set of circumstances, and into an idea of
performance which is understood as the clothing’s
ability to continue to function at a high level and
even thrive in a broad range of riding conditions,
be they over the course of ride, as can occur when
racing in high mountains, or with an unexpected
change in weather, or over the course of multiple
seasons.
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Salopette
Wolf 2.0

Pros thermal bib-short
It will keep you warm anywhere between 5-15° C, it will
protect you from the rain, it
weighs 180 g.
The Salopette Wolf 2.0 is
an upgraded, augmented
version with a completely
new proprietary pattern to
increase comfort during the
ride. We’ve also designed a
new construction of the brace
straps. We have
introduced our anti-stress
panel in the front of the crotch
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area resulting in less pressure and increased mobility.
The Salopette is becoming
more and more popular on
winter rides and is sending
the traditional threequarter
bib tights into retirement. For
highly competitive riders any
season except racing season
remains the season of anticipation. A constant feed of
photos of pros training in the
Canary Islands, Mallorca or
Qatar promote the false sensation that the racing period
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

62% polyamide, 35% elastane,
2% silver, 1% carbon fibre (PAC)
180 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 8°C
006.2
204,00 €

is just around the corner. The
pros are riding in shorts and
knee or leg warmers. At the
café you proclaim “io sono
corridore, la calzamaglia mica
la indosso”. Your winter tights
provide you with a tactile sensation light years away from
the ‘race feel’ of your favourite
bib shorts (for a next-generation leg-weapon pair of winter
tights please see our Long
Salopette). So you insist on
wearing bibs and leg warmers
to the very limit of thermal

Ergogenic
pattern
Unique Fabric
Hybrid Shell
Silver Thread

comfort, 7°, 6°, 5°c, just to keep
the sense of anticipation
high, to maintain that race-ready look…
By exploiting the technological limits of high-density
weaving we are to produce a
highly compact outer face for
the fabric that replicates the
windblocking capabilities of
a 2-layer shell fabric, without
the use of a membrane, thus
maintaining the exceptional
natural breathability of the
weave. This extremely com-
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pact surface, beyond producing a startlingly low volume
fabric, also greatly increases
the effectiveness of the
water-repellency treatment
rendering it far more windproof than a regular knitted
cycling fabric with DWR
treatment. The inner face of
the fabric is instead fleeced
for thermal protection.
This new pad, the Super
Moulded (SM), an extremely
high-performing chamois
designed for a solid and

substantial feel and all-round
riding support: from more
upright ‘amateur rider’ and
climbing positions to
the ‘road riding’ position which
places pressure on the perineal area all the way to the
extreme angles of a
Time Trial position.
Powered by Elastic Interface®
CyTech Italy
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Winter Tights

The Q36.5 Winter Tights
suggest a different kind
of winter training to that
implied by the extreme
technical solutions employed
in our Long Salopette and
Termica Long Salopette.
Using a slightly less radical
fabric solution; a dense
fleece backed polyester
and polyamide mix , while
maintaining the same
ergonomic pattern and
design features of the Long
Salopette, we are able to
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offer a thermal, durable and
hard-wearing winter tight with
a more traditional feel and
functionality.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 17% elastane, 23% polyester
300 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 0°C
014, 015 Without insert
184,00 € With insert

Tubular brace
system
High
Breathability

Jersey long
sleeve Veloce
Club Bolzano

The Bolzano Veloce Club is
a fundamental part of the
Q36.5 heritage. This new team
jersey, in the classic club
colours, revisits a traditional
jersey construction, updating
it with a new anatomical
pre-shaped sleeve design for
superior ergonomics.

Chamois
Super
Moulded

Rear panels are made from
the same intensely versatile
competition-weight fabric of
the Short sleeve L1 jersey while
all frontal facing panels are
made from a similarly dense
(for limited passage of air)
fleece backed fabric as that
used in the ‘Que’ jersey.

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

79% polyester, 21% elastane
210 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 12°C
040
179,00 €

High
Breathability
Pre-shaped fit

Invisible
pocket
system

Q&E
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Termic Skinsuit

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

39% polyamide, 30% polyester,
30% elastane, 1% silver
485 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 0°C
073, 074 Without insert
575,00 € With insert

INSERIRE FOTO

In the winters of the early
1980s, on certain smoothly
asphalted roads of northern
Italy, one began to catch
glimpses of what at first
glance appeared to be fluidly
pedaling martians.
On closer examination these
fluidly pedaling martians
proved to not actually be
martians but connoisseurs,
pros and other riders in
the know. More specifically:
they were riders wearing
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thermo-combi body suits
made by the Descente brand.
These thermo-combi were
amongst the very first pieces
of cycling clothing to be
made from the lightweight
synthetic performance fabrics
(themselves first developed
for use in competition downhill
skiing), which heralded the
beginning of modern cycling
clothing era and are the
original moment of inspiration
for the entire Q36.5 project.
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Q36.5 TERMIC skinsuit is a form
of cutting-edge homage
to this historical moment
and attitude, a modern
conception of Equipment
for specific training. During
the years winter training has
undertook a deep direction
in high intensity fast rides
shifting the demands of
cyclist. The Termic Skinsuit
is a lightweight piece of
Equipment, with a reducted
low volume and freedom
of movement, thanks to a

Fully Pre-Shape cut that
is completely ergonomic,
guiding an economical
pedaling action. The
exploitation of proprietary
fabrics and calibrated Body
Mapping creates an unique
hermetic suit which exalts its
function. The deep reason to
produce an unique piece of
winter Equipment is to reach
more functionality, due to the
ergonomic cut, and reduction
of heat loss, thanks to the
combination of Jacket and

Q&E

Long Salopette.
It’s constructed entirely
from its proprietary Hybrid
Air Protection fabric, an
innovative completely new
two layers fabric, which
incorporate a ribbed fleece
and high-density polyamide
woven fabric for the outer
part with a specific water
resistance treatment (the
UF Hybrid Shell) and for the
inner part we introduce our
new UF Air Insulation, a lofted
knitted jacquard brushed with

incredible moisture vapor
management and thermal
capabilities. The result is a
high thermal protection in low
volume, which can adapt to
the different demands of high
intensity winter training.

Pre-shaped fit

Vectorial
elasticity
Invisible
pocket
system
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Vest L1 Essential

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

39% polyamide, 30% polyester,
30% elastane, 1% silver
137 g
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
4-season Body Temperature Stability Guarantee
060 Camo, 060.2 Black,
060.3 Green, 060.4 Orange
162,50 €

The Q36.5 gilet eliminates
the distinction between the
two categories with a hybrid
4-season 137g piece
of equipment. This is achieved
primarily through the use of
the UFHybridShell material, a
thermal ribbed fleece material
which, while constructed
without a membrane
(which would confer wind or
waterproofing qualities) is
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woven, on its outer side, with
such an extraordinarily high
density so as to create a wind
resistance comparable to
that of a traditional soft shell
fabric, while maintaining a
high degree of breathability.

Ergogenic
pattern
Unique Fabric
Hybrid Shell
Silver Thread
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R. Shell
Protection

This is a rain jacket in the
spirit of the very first cycling
gilets, or professional alpine
flash rain jackets: a true
emergency friend, designed
to do only one thing, perfectly
and which can accompany
you on every single ride at
minimal weight expense.
The R. Shell Protection
is constructed from an
essentialist proprietary 3-layer
fabric: the outer layer is an
extremely compact highdensity woven polyamide,
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while the second layer is
an avant-garde porous
hydrophobic membrane
with very high-breathability
(RET 5) and 18.000 mm/l
waterproof rating. Every weak
point of the traditional rain
jacket’s paneling has been
aggressively addressed: the
collar area is hermetically
sealed through a generous
ergonomic form and second,
internal ‘barber’s’ collar; all
seams, which compromise
waterproofing, have been
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

11% polyamide, 53% polyester,
16% ptfe, 20% polyurethane
140 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 5°C
065.3 Green, 065.2 Black
315,00 €

moved to the least exposed
part of the jacket; wrist cuffs
are elasticated for snug fit
and easy access to jersey
pockets below is guaranteed
by two subtle slits in the back.
The R. Shell Protection jacket is
in itself a versatile jacket: it is
designed to protect the highintensity rider from sudden
flashes of foul weather with
the least amount of weight
and volume. It weighs close
to your jersey. You don’t even
notice it in your back pocket.

UF Waterproof

High
Breathability
Pre
shaped fit

Q&E
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R. Vest
Protection

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

11% polyamide, 53% polyester,
16% ptfe, 20% polyurethane
107 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 10°C
067
199,00 €

The most immediately striking
aspect of Q36.5’s R. Vest
Protection is its extraordinarily
low volume.
This is a rain vest in the spirit
of the very first cycling gilets,
or professional alpine flash
rain vest: a true emergency
friend, designed to do only
one thing, perfectly and which
can accompany you on every
single ride at minimal weight
expense).
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The R. Vest Protection
is constructed from an
essentialist proprietary 3-layer
fabric: the outer layer is an
extremely compact highdensity woven polyamide,
while the second layer is an
avant-garde hydrophobic
porous membrane with very
high-breathability (RET value
of 5) and 18.000 mm/l
waterproof rating.

RSR Body
mapping
Uf Hybrid
Shell
Pre
shaped fit
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Winter tights
Lady

Like other pieces of Equipment
of the Women Collection,
also the Winter Tights
Lady is calibrated for the
needs, function, activity and
anatomic/ergonomic women
body. Tights, that in place of
brace, uses our ergonomically
paneled waist system, that
avoids the use of the standard
circular elasticated panel in
favour of a shallow contoured
shaped, which places less
pressure on the rider’s waist.
The Tights is constructed
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with an ergonomic cut
and minimal use of seams,
increasing the comfort and
freedom of movement, thanks
to the vectorial elasticity.
The unique Winter Tights Lady
that combines functionality
versus safety on the road,
using two fabric solution:
For the parts that require
more thermal protection
(glutes, thigh and knee)
a dense fleece backed
polyester and polyamide mix;
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane
230 g
XS, S, M, L
+ 0°C
014L, 015L Without insert
184,00 € With insert

For the calves area
a reflective fleece fabric,
which integrates the thermal
capabilities of inner surface,
next to skin, fleece with an
outside surface reflective dot;
We are able to offer a thermal,
durable and hardwearing
winter tight with a more
traditional feel and
functionality, also due to the
augmented safety thanks to
the reflective panels.

Specific fusion lady chamois:
Q36.5 has specifically
designed a chamois for
women, following the same
innovative technologies
of Fusion Men. We used in
the same Chamois both
sewn and thermo-moulded
padding technologies, fusing
the best of both into a single
design: 120kg/m^3 highest
density open cell foam is cut
and sewn for the perineal
(front) area, where the most
flexibility and breathability
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is required while ‘smooth
multidensity thermo-moulded
pads are used for the ischial
(rear) area, where flexibility
is at less of a premium,
compared to support and
padding.
The radical 230 g weight:
(please note: weight is never
an objective of design, but
an outcome of the process’s
integrity.)

Reflective
insert
Pre
shaped fit
Chamois
Fusion Lady
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Hybrid Jacket
Lady

A real Hybrid Jacket for the
middle season and early
winter, a more warmer sister
of the Hybrid Que long sleeve
and made specifically for
women, which encloses
innovative technologies
designed only for the Women
Collection, not simply a
modified men Equipment
with a women vestibility and
fit. In our Women Collection
we want to use our avantgarde smart fabric in a
specific use, following the
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different demand of women
bodies, like the Specific Lady
cut for the anatomy and
ergonomic for active women
riders, versatile and smart
piece, compact and light
that react from the body
and environments changing.
We introduce a unique and
eye-catching swerved zipper,
completely assymetrical
for the front and a high
ergonomic protective collar
for maximising the thermal
and wind protection for the
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neck area.
The core of the Jersey is
constructed entirely from
its proprietary Hybrid
Air Protection fabric, an
innovative completely new
two layers fabric, which
incorporate a ribbed fleece
and high-density polyamide
woven fabric for the outer
part with a specific water
resistance treatment (the
UF Hybrid Shell) and for the
inner part we introduce our
new UF Air Insulation, a lofted

knitted jacquard brushed with
incredible moisture vapor
management and thermal
capabilities. The result is a
high thermal protection in low
volume, which can adapt to
the different demands of high
intensity winter training.
Cut with advanced sartorial
engineering skills, according
to an entirely new sleeve
pattern with minimal seams
and with an ergogenic ‘preshaped’ fit (note the way
the jersey ‘falls’ into a riding
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position even when unworn,
on a hanger) which is lightly
snug and supportive, without
being constrictive, specifically
designed to the demands
of women. Pocket design
is the same rigorously tidy
proprietary Invisible system
found on other Jerseys of the
Collection.

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

39% polyamide, 30% polyester,
30% elastane, 1% silver
200 g
XXXS, XXS, XS, S, M, L
+ 10°C
044L.3
250,00 €

High
breathability
RSR Body
mapping
Pre-shaped
fit
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Base Layer 2
short sleeve

Exploiting the possibilities
of cutting-edge Karl Mayer
Seamless knitting machines,
Q36.5 has developed a
technologically extreme
vision of the traditional
seamless base layer.
Even riders who are
already familiar with high
performance seamless
base layers will immediately
be able to notice the new
feeling introduced in this
product.
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The result is a startlingly
pure and minimal base
layer. Weight is 87g (result of
the design, not an objective)
and is best used above 15°C.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Base Layer 3
long sleeve

44% polypropylene, 44% polyamide,
12% elastane
87 g
S-M, L-XL
+ 15°C
081.7
79,50 €

RSR Body
mapping
Unhemmed
finish
Seamless
Karl Maier
Construction

Exploiting the possibilities
of cutting-edge Karl Mayer
Seamless knitting machines,
Q36.5 has developed
a technologically extreme
vision of the traditional
seamless base layer.
Even riders who are
already familiar with high
performance seamless base
layers will immediately be
able to notice the new feeling
introduced in this product.

Q&E

The result is a startlingly pure
and minimal base layer.
Weight is 108g (result of the
design, not an objective) and
is best used above 8°C.

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

44% polypropylene, 44% polyamide,
12% elastane
108 g
S-M, L-XL
+ 8°C
082.7
86,90 €

RSR Body
mapping
Unhemmed
finish
Seamless
Karl Maier
Construction
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Base Layer 4
fully integrated
hermetic

The Fully-integrated Hermetic
base layer is Q36.5’s most
extreme exploitation of
the potential of Karl Mayer
seamless knitting technology.
1 base layer (slightly denser
and more closed pattern than
the Base Layer 3), 2 gloves
and 1 balaclava are all woven
from the same single tube to
produce a hermetic deep
winter riding environment.
Thanks to the Karl Mayer
machine’s unique ability to
produce a true rip proof
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mesh and thus an unhemmed finish you may cut
and modify the base layer as
you wish, remove the gloves
and balaclava, or simply
create a slit which allows
for these components to be
either worn in or folded aside,
at no expense to the product’s
durability. As with all the other
base layers in the range riders
(even those already familiar
with other seamless base
layers) will be able to notice
significantly greater elasticity
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

44% polypropylene, 44% polyamide,
12% elastane
138 g
S-M, L-XL
+ 0°C
083
109,00 €

and lower resistance to
movement in all directions,
given by the Karl Mayer
machine’s ability to eliminate
seams from all parts of
multiples tubes (with the
exception of a small joining
stitch on the top of either
shoulder), unlike other base
layers which generally require
stitches joining the arm to the
body, as well as being
hemmed. The ‘honeycomb’ pattern of the knit is
deployed in various different

densities, along with openmesh sections, mapping the
thermal requirements and
regional sweat rates of
an athlete’s body. Not only
does this allow for the best
rider comfort and protection,
it also allows for the volume of
the product to be significantly
reduced where possible.

Intimo long
sleeve
TeddyBerry

Result of a development in
cooperation with company
UVU and tested in Artic condition during a Ultra-running
marathon, It is a new concept
of performing Base Layer extra
thermal capabilities and a 3D
structure, not the typical or
traditional sport underwear.
Following the principle of RSR
(Regional Sweat Rating) for a
body mapping calibrated to
the needs of athletes, the Teddy Berry is constructed with a
double frontal layer, for a better
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thermal protection during
the activity. We developed an
extraordinary proprietary Smart
Fabric, based on Polypropylene
next to the skin with an effect
of sponge ‘frottè’ construction
(not brushed), works actively,
creating a microclimate close
to the skin to remove the sweat
from the skin and let the body
dry. For the second layer on the
front area chest – we introduce our proprietary fabric
UF Air-Insulation to increase
the thermal insulation. The

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

65% polyestere, 31% polypropylene, 5% elastane
170 g
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 0°C
090
126,00 €

innovative Smart Fabric has an
unique first layer that insulates
and maintains a dry microclimate close to the body, with a
very good moisture management thanks to the push-pull
construction made by a blend
of Polyprolylene Polyester due
to the hydrophobic/hydropillic
characteristic of the thread,
which let high breathability with
a reducted water load.
The Intimo Plus has an ergonomic cut of pattern with a
minimum use of seams.

RSR body
mapping
High
Breathability
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Cruise
Equipment
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The riding companion
The Cruise Equipment line was conceived to be
a riding companion for various occasions when
you need better insulation no matter what the
conditions. It’s a compact range of apparel, specifically designed to uncompromisingly meet the
demands of intense training in variable conditions.
Each piece is constructed with proprietary innovative fabrics, the main goal being to maintain
a stabile body temperature. The minimalist and
pure look also pays attention to the importance of
road safety offering augmented visibility, thanks to
reflective inserts.

Inspired by Fashion, designed by
scientific research
Cruise Collections were first introduced into the
world of fashion at the beginning of the twentieth
century by several designers and were aimed at
wealthy people who would annually take a cruise
or travel to countries with mild climates during the
winter season. Today, many cyclists also have the
opportunity to travel to warm locations in the winter months to chalk up some quality winter miles.

Natural fibers
For this line we have developed a woven blend of
polyamide and merino wool, an innovative combination of synthetic and natural yarns with a specific construction that enhances functionality by
creating a push & pull of the internal sponge structure that removes the moisture and leaves the skin
less clammy: all this with the incredible light weight
of 175 gr/m2! The fabric has been given a durable
water repellent finishing to allow proper thermal
comfort during interval training under any weather
conditions.
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Jersey short
sleeve Woolf

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price
Why
Construction
features

A new, versatile short sleeve
jersey for mid-season and
wet days has been introduced
into our Essential Collection.
It is ideally suited for the
spring season or for riding
in countries where summers
are not so hot - everywhere
where the temperature range
is below 24°C. This is the ideal
companion for adventure
and travel on the bike as it’s
a minimal training jersey
for use when you only need
essential, protective and
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useful equipment for different
and variable conditions.
Conceived using our extreme
pure vision, this piece is
lightweight and breathable
yet offers constant active
insulation: it is nothing more
than Q36.5’s functional
essentialism. Designed with
snug construction that acts as
a second skin and offers
thermal protection without
overheating, thanks to the
UF Active Fabric our newly
developed woven fabric

44% polyamide, 28% wool, 28% elastane
165 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 12°C
023
176,00 €
We’ve fallen in love with the combination of fit
and fabric. It’s an indispensable piece of our
Cruise Equipment.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-shaped fit

Reflective
insert
Water
Repellence

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price
Why
Construction
features

Snug fit
Stretch cuffs
High hermetic collar
Reflective visibility inserts
Invisible proprietary pocket system
Reflective 3mm zipper

that combines the super
fine threads of polyamide
and merino wool. It offers an
active thermoregulation that
supports thermal comfort
even when there are wide
variations of intensity during
a ride. The clever allocation of
the thread creates a double
layered fabric: a dense
polyamide external layer and
an internal ‘sponge’ merino
layer that absorbs humidity
and works as a heat
retainer.
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Jersey long
sleeve Woolf

Lightweight, active insulation;
the perfect middle layer for
mid season conditions. A long
sleeve jersey weighing in at
a mere 195g. Our Essential
design, devised for active
training in fall and spring
conditions and temperatures
ranging between 10°C -16°C.
A snug construction, soft to
the touch, creates a new
tactile sensory experience
on your body: it is well
itted yet works without
constriction and maintains
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a high level of mobility that
mimes your movements
as would a ‘second skin’.
The jersey is made solely of
our UF Active fabric, a newly
developed woven fabric
that combines super fine
threads of polyamide and
merino wool. It offers an
active thermoregulation that
supports thermal comfort
even when there are wide
variations of intensity during
a ride. The clever allocation of
the thread creates a double

44% polyamide, 28% wool, 28% elastane
195 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 12°C
043
198,00 €
We’ve fallen in love with the combination of fit
and fabric. It’s an indispensable piece of our
Cruise Equipment.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Snug fit
Stretch cuffs
High hermetic collar
Reflective visibility inserts
Invisible proprietary pocket system
Reflective 3mm zipper

layered fabric: a dense
polyamide external structure
and an internal ‘sponge’
merino layer that absorbs
humidity and works as a heat
retainer, allowing for stabile
temperatures even when
damp and in wet conditions
thanks to the durable water
repellent finishing. This is the
ideal weapon to use to stay
warm without adding extra
weight.

Pre-shaped fit

Reflective
insert
Water
Repellence
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The Cruise Equipment line
was conceived to be a
riding companion for various
occasions when you need
better insulation no matter
what the conditions. It’s a
compact range of apparel,
specifically designed to
uncompromisingly meet the
demands of intense training
in variable conditions.

Today, many cyclists also
have the opportunity to
travel to warm locations in
the winter months to chalk
up some quality winter miles.
One of our favourite winter
get-aways is Mallorca, a
Balearic Island off the coast
of Spain. Mallorca gave us the
inspiration for these Essential
pieces of Equipment.
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For this line we have
developed a woven blend of
polyamide and merino wool,
an innovative combination of
synthetic and natural yarns
with a specific construction
that enhances functionality by
creating a push & pull of the
internal sponge structure that
removes the moisture and
leaves the skin less clammy:
all this with the incredible light
weight of 175 gr/m2!
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Vest Insulated
Woolf
Bombardino

Reference to the well-loved
Italian apres ski drink, the
Bombardino, is intentional as
this is a drink that invigorates
and energies the skiers:
a helpful drink for hard
conditions. Our insulated
Woolf Vest, devised as
Essential Equipment, is pure
and minimal, to be used as
all-season extra thermal
protection: a helpful vest
for hard conditions. It works
actively when you need extra
warm protection, thanks to
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the UF Active material that
maintains a stabile body
temperature and keeps its’
thermal efficiency even when
damp or in wet conditions.
Conceived based on the
concept of the layering chain
value, it’s an extension of the
base layer; a booster that
ups the efficiency of the base
layer and increases thermal
protection. Designed without
a collar it can be comfortably
used as an inner layer in
winter and mid-season or as

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price
Why
Construction
features

44% polyamide, 28% wool, 28% elastane
136 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
4-season Body Temperature Stability Guarantee
063
149,00 €
We’ve fallen in love with the combination of fit
and fabric. It’s an indispensable piece of our
Cruise Equipment.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price
Why

44% polyamide, 28% wool, 28% elastane
48 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 12°C
103
47,25 €
We’ve fallen in love with the combination of fit
and fabric. It’s an indispensable piece of our
Cruise Equipment.

Snug fit
Stretch cuffs
High hermetic collar
Reflective visibility inserts
Invisible proprietary pocket system
Reflective 3mm zipper

an outer layer on cool spring
and summer days. Thanks to
the DWR treatment, this is a
4-season piece of Equipment.
We’ve introduced a fine
mesh 3-pocket system that is
minimal yet useful and we’ve
given the back a low cut.
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Woolf Arm
Warmer

High
Breathability
Reflective
insert
Water
Repellence

Active arm warmer with a
pre-shaped ergonomic fit,
perfect for mid season rides.
Shaped with the newly
developed UF Active, a woven
fabric that combines super
fine threads of polyamide
and merino wool, it offers an
active thermoregulation that
supports thermal comfort
even when there are wide
variations of intensity during
a ride. The clever allocation of
the thread creates a double
layered fabric: a dense
polyamide external structure
and an internal ‘sponge’
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merino layer that absorbs
humidity and works as
a heat retainer, allowing for
stabile temperatures even
when damp and in wet
conditions thanks to the
durable water repellent
finishing. This is the ideal
weapon to use to stay warm
without adding extra weight.
The fabric weighs a mere
175 g/m^2 but offers more
thermal efficiency than a
traditional knitted fabric of
250g/m^2. This garment
is a part of our Cruise
Equipment, conceived to

be a riding companion for
occasions when you need
multifunctional insulation
during every condition. Thanks
to the specific construction
of our UF Active fabric
functionality is enhanced
by creating a push of the
internal sponge structure
that removes moisture while
working as a heat retainer
in collaboration with the
dense external structure that
protects riders even when
damp and also allows fast
drying times.

High
Breathability
Lightweight
density
construction
Water
Repellence
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Woolf Knee
Warmer

Designed with an ergonomic
construction to support and
prevent any discomfort during
the pedal stroke. A revised
leg grip system keeps the
warmers in place during
exercise, thanks to the raw cut
that keeps them flat on your
legs yet avoids constriction.
Shaped with the newly
eveloped UF Active, a woven
fabric that combines super
fine threads of polyamide
and merino wool, it offers an
active thermoregulation that
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supports thermal comfort
even when there are wide
variations of intensity during
a ride. The clever allocation of
the thread creates a double
layered fabric: a dense
polyamide external structure
and an internal ‘sponge’
merino layer that absorbs
humidity and works as a heat
retainer, allowing for stabile
temperatures even when
damp and in wet conditions
thanks to the durable water
repellent finishing. This is the

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price
Why

44% polyamide, 28% wool, 28% elastane
70.5 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 12°C
104
75,60 €
We’ve fallen in love with the combination of fit
and fabric. It’s an indispensable piece of our
Cruise Equipment.

ideal weapon to use to stay
warm without adding extra
weight. The fabric weighs a
mere 175g/m^2 but offers
more thermal efficiency
than a traditional knitted
fabric of 250g/m^2. Also, a
reflective side insert increases
visibility on the roads. This
garment is a part of our
Cruise Equipment, conceived
to be a riding companion for
occasions when you need
multifunctional insulation
during every condition.
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Reflective
insert

Lightweight
density
construction
Water
Repellence

Woolf Leg
Warmer

Designed with an ergonomic
construction to support and
prevent any discomfort during
pedal stroke.
A revised leg grip system
keeps the warmers in place
during exercise, thanks to the
raw cut that keeps
them flat on your legs yet
avoids constriction. Shaped
with the newly developed UF
Active, a woven
fabric that combines super
fine threads of polyamide and
merino wool, it offers an active

Q&E

thermoregulation
that supports thermal comfort
even when there are wide
variations of intensity during a
ride. The clever
allocation of the thread
creates an double layered
fabric: a dense polyamide
external structure and an
internal ‘sponge’ merino
layer that absorbs humidity
and works as a heat retainer,
allowing for stabile
temperatures also when
damp and in wet conditions

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price
Why

44% polyamide, 28% wool, 28% elastane
91 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 8°C
105
85,00 €
We’ve fallen in love with the combination of fit
and fabric. It’s an indispensable piece of our
Cruise Equipment.

thanks to the durable water
repellent finishing.
This is the ideal weapon to
use to stay warm without
adding extra weight. The
fabric weighs a mere 175g/
m^2 but offers more thermal
efficiency than a traditional
knitted fabric of 250g/m^2.
Also, a reflective side
insert increases visibility on
the roads. This garment is a
part of our Cruise Equipment.

Reflective
insert
Pre-shaped fit

Water
Repellence
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Crossover
Equipment

78
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Urban sportswear
The collection, Q36.5’s first not dedicated to
intense cycling activity, has been designed for
the maniacal and obsessive cyclist who knows
how to apply the performance lessons learnt on
the bike to every other moment of their day, from
commuting, to post-race recovery, to travel and
work.

New feeling
The result is an essential collection of radical
Made in Italy urban sportswear – including active
trousers and shorts, gilet, jacket and sweatshirt
– dominated by the use of high density woven
stretch fabrics, technology which Q36.5 introduced
to the cycling world in 2013 to create a new feeling
in the history of competitive cycling clothing. The
gilet and jacket employ Q36.5’s radical new Air
Insulation knitted fleece construction.

Respect for the environment
The entire Crossover Equipment, including fabric
weaving, is produced within a 300km² radius of
the company’s headquarters in Bolzano. Particular
attention has been paid to collaboration with
partners who limit use of water during weaving
as well as employing recycled fibers where most
advantageous.
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Hoody

Constructed from the
same Italian fleece used
to line Q36.5’s 3L UF-Termic
fabric, the Hoodie is an
ultralight alternative to the
industry-standard softshell.
It provides particularly “cozy”
thermal protection, optimal
breathability as well as
reflective panels (bottom rear
of jacket and zip) and the use
of carbon fiber reinforced
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

high-density woven panels
along the back and inside
of the arms, producing an
electrostatic barrier. The fit of
the hoodie remains athletic
and close-fitting but less so
than Q36.5 biking-specific
wear, allowing for the easy
layering of casual clothing
both underneath and over the
hoodie.
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63% polyamide, 36% elastan, 1%carbon fibre PAC
280 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 10°C
903
126,00 €

Vest

While Q36.5’s Vest L1
Essential is an extreme
piece of equipment whose
functionality is only activated
by high-intensity use, the
Vest is a far more cozy
option, designed for low-tomedium intensity activity,
from commuting, to postrace comfort to touring to
everyday casual use.

Q&E

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

63% polyamide, 36% polyester, 1% elastan
195 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 10°C
902
215,00 €

The vest is characterized
above all by the use of Q36.5’s
radical new Air Insulation
fleece on its inner face.
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While Q36.5’s Vest L1 Essential is an
extreme piece of equipment whose
functionality is only activated by highintensity use, the Vest is a far more cozy
option, designed for low-to-medium
intensity activity, from commuting, to
post-race comfort to touring to everyday
casual use.

Designed for the maniacal
and obsessive cyclist who
knows how to apply the
performance lessons learnt
on the bike to every other
moment of their day, from
commuting, to post-race
recovery, to travel and work.
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The gilet and jacket employ
Q36.5’s radical new Air
Insulation knitted fleece
construction.
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Active Trousers

The Active trousers are an
ultra-functional do-everything
pant, adaptable to any
activity or intensity you throw
at them, from fast commuting
to hiking to post-race
lounging.
The Active trousers are
constructed entirely from a
single high density woven
fabric, derived from the same
proprietary fabric Q36.5 used
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to create a new feeling in the
history of modern bib shorts
with the Salopette Dottore,
here with a slightly less
“crunchy” hand feel.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

63% polyamide, 37% elastan
255 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 10°C
900
189,00 €

Active Shorts

The Active trousers are an
ultra-functional do-everything
pant, adaptable to any
activity or intensity you throw
at them, from fast commuting
to hiking to post-race
lounging.
The Active trousers are
constructed entirely from a
single high density woven
fabric, derived from the same
proprietary fabric Q36.5 used

Q&E

to create a new feeling in
the history of modern bib
shorts with the Salopette
Dottore, here with a slightly
less “crunchy” hand feel. This
results in an ultra-low final
weight, high resistance to
pilling as well as natural wind
resistance and breathability,
making them suitable even
in temperatures above
25°C. Pure silver thread has

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

63% polyamide, 37% elastan
160 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 18°C
901
158,00 €

been woven into the fabric
producing an electro-static
barrier (of ever-increasing
importance for muscular
focus in the urban landscape)
as well an antibacterial
function and superior thermoregulation.

the right hand leg and an
asymmetrical pocket system
that combines fast-access
options with ultra-secure
storage.

The Active trousers have
a tailored slim fit, with
chain-saver coulisse on
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Active Trousers
Women

The Active trousers are an
ultra-functional do-everything
pant, adaptable to any
activity or intensity you throw
at them, from fast commuting
to hiking to post-race
lounging. The Active trousers
are constructed entirely from
a single high density woven
fabric, derived from the same
proprietary fabric Q36.5 used
to create a new feeling in the
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history of modern bib shorts
with the Salopette Dottore,
here with a slightly less
“crunchy” hand feel.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

63% polyamide, 37% elastan
210 g
XS, S, M, L
+ 10°C
904
166,00 €

Women Jacket

Constructed from the exactly
the same combination of
high-density woven outerface and ultralight Air
insulation fleece internal lining
as the Vest, the lady’s Jacket
is a cozy, comfortable piece
of technical clothing designed
for low-to-medium intensity
activity, from commuting, to
post-race comfort to touring
to everyday casual use. The

Q&E

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

63% polyamide, 36% polyester, 1% elastan
230 g
XS, S, M, L
+ 10°C
905
250,00 €

particularly “cozy” thermicity
of the jacket is achieved
through the use of Q36.5’s
proprietary Air Insulation
fleece to line the jacket.
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The Active trousers are an
ultra-functional do-everything
pant, adaptable to any
activity or intensity you throw
at them, from fast commuting
to hiking to post-race
lounging.

The result is an essential
collection of radical Made in
Italy

90
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T-shirt

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Check out the NEW, improved
design of our t-shirt. We
have given more attention to
detail and upped it’s highquality finish. The fit is more
relaxed and the fabric is 100%
egyptian-quality cotton. The
Q36.5 Absolutely Equipment
team t-shirt, but not your
average corporate tee. Super
fine slub thread, 140g/m2,
made in Italy.
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100% cotton
130 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 18°C
501 White logo Orange, 502 Black logo White,
504 Antracite logo Green
45,00 €

T-shirt Lady

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

100% cotton
130 g
XS, S, M, L
+ 18°C
506L
45,00 €

Check out the NEW, improved
design of our t-shirt. We
have given more attention to
detail and upped it’s highquality finish. The fit is more
relaxed and the fabric is 100%
egyptian-quality cotton. The
Q36.5 Absolutely Equipment
team t-shirt, but not your
average corporate tee. Super
fine slub thread, 140g/m2,
made in Italy.

Q&E
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T-shirt Solid
Anthracite

Check out the NEW, improved
design of our t-shirt. We
have given more attention to
detail and upped it’s highquality finish. The fit is more
relaxed and the fabric is 100%
egyptian-quality cotton. The
Q36.5 Absolutely
Equipment team t-shirt, but
not your average corporate
tee. Super fine slub thread,
140g/m2, made in Italy.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

100% cotton
130 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 18°C
505
45,00 €

T-shirt Long
Sleeve

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

100% cotton
156 g
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
+ 18°C
508
49,00 €

Check out the NEW, improved
design of our t-shirt. We
have given more attention to
detail and upped it’s highquality finish. The fit is more
relaxed and the fabric is 100%
egyptian-quality cotton. The
Q36.5 Absolutely
Equipment team t-shirt, but
not your average corporate
tee. Super fine slub thread,
140g/m2, made in Italy.

Q&E
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Accessories

96
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Pre-shape
Knee Warmer

Pre-shape design knee
warmer constructed entirely
from a ribbed polyester
polyamide fleece material.
The fabric has excellent
thermal characteristics and
is extremely soft and flexible
for comfort. It has been
constructed with polyester
on the inner side for the best
wicking of moisture and
polyamide on the outer side
for a more dense and robust
surface.
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When the rider first wears the
knee warmer he or she will
notice that the upper end of
the tube has been cut along a
diagonal axis, finishing higher
on the outer side of thigh and
lower on the inner side, so as
to avoid creating a tourniquet
effect on the muscle group
and allow for the best
circulation, as well as offering
more complete thermal
protection to the outer, mostexposed, part of the thigh.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane
78 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 15°C
092
48,50 €

Fit is extremely ergonomic
thanks to the multi-paneled
‘pre-shape’ cut. Both bottom
and top ends of the knee
warmer are finished without
silicone grippers, employing,
in their place the same
treated polyamide-elastane
gripper used in the Salopette
L1 Essential.

Reflective
insert
Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability

UF Hybrid Shell
Leg Warmer

Like the Salopette L1 and Long
Salopette the combination
of ergogenic fabrics and an
ergonomic paneled ‘preshape’ cut create a unique
tactile riding quality for the
rider. The leg warmers are
designed with the same UF
Hybrid Shell fabric used in the
Long Salopette in the frontal,
most exposed, part of the
design. This ribbed insulating
material is extremely dense,
blocking the passage of air as
well as allowing for the lowest

Q&E

volume design. The fabric has
also undergone a treatment
for increased water resistance
and faster drying times.
The rear panels use a soft,
flexible polyamide-polyester
fleece material with excellent
moisture management
characteristics. When the
rider first uses the leg warmer
he or she will notice that the
upper end of the tube has
been cut along a diagonal
axis, finishing higher on the
outer side of thigh and lower

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

52% polyamide, 15% polyester, 33% elastane
107 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 10°C
093
70,50 €

on the inner side, so as to
avoid creating a tourniquet
effect on the muscle group
and allow for the best
circulation, as well as offering
more complete thermal
protection to the outer, mostexposed, part of the thigh. Fit
is extremely ergonomic and
snug thanks to the elasticity of
the UF Hybrid Shell fabric. Both
bottom and top ends of the
leg warmer are finished with
the same treated polyamideelastane gripper used in the
Salopette L1 Essential.

Reflective
insert
Pre
shaped fit
Uf Hybrid
Shell
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Pre-shape
Arm Warmer

Pre-shape design arm
warmer constructed entirely
from a ribbed polyesterpolyamide fleece material.
The fabric has excellent
thermal characteristics and
is extremely soft and flexible
for comfort. It has been
constructed with polyester
on the inner side for the best
wicking of moisture and
polyamide on the outer side
for a more dense and robust
surface.
Fit is extremely ergonomic

thanks to the multi-paneled
‘pre-shape’ cut. Both bottom
and top ends of the arm
warmer are finished without
silicone grippers, employing, in
their place the same treated
polyamide-elastane gripper
used in the Salopette L1
Essential.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane
60 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 15°C
091
39,90 €

Reflective
insert
Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability

Sun&Air
Arm Cover

Much in the same way
as the Salopette L1 is the
rigorous teacher of perfectly
efficient pedaling (and the
Vented the tool for days
in which you want to take
the leash off your carefully
trained explosiveness) the
original Q36.5 pre-shape
arm and leg warmers are
extreme garments, made
from high density woven
micro filaments while these
Sun&Air covers, on the other
hand, are softer, easier

Q&E

pieces of cycling clothing
equipment which can be
used in a higher temperature
range. Seamlessly knitted
with a polypropylenepolyamide-elastane thread,
they are calibrated less for
windblocking as they are for
additional thermal protection,
and fast wicking and drying
on early departing or late
finishing summer rides.
Their 50+SBF protection
also makes them an idea
accessory for those who ride

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polypropylene, 30% polyamide,
10% elastane
60 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 18°C
094.1 White, 094.2 Black, 094.7 Titanium
31,00 €

in climates that demand
full body high UV-protection
throughout the ride.
Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability
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Sun&Air
Knee Cover

Much in the same way
as the Salopette L1 is the
rigorous teacher of perfectly
efficient pedaling (and the
Vented the tool for days
in which you want to take
the leash off your carefully
trained explosiveness) the
original Q36.5 pre-shape
arm and leg warmers are
extreme garments, made
from high density woven
micro filaments while these
Sun&Air covers, on the other
hand, are softer, easier

pieces of cycling clothing
equipment which can be
used in a higher temperature
range. Seamlessly knitted
with a polypropylenepolyamide-elastane thread,
they are calibrated less for
windblocking as they are for
additional thermal protection,
and fast wicking and drying
on early departing or late
finishing summer rides.
Their 50+SBF protection
also makes them an idea
accessory for those who ride
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Sun&Air
Leg Cover

60% polypropylene, 30% polyamide,
10% elastane
68 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 18°C
095.2
37,00 €

in climates that demand
full body high UV-protection
throughout the ride.
Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability

Much in the same way
as the Salopette L1 is the
rigorous teacher of perfectly
efficient pedaling (and the
Vented the tool for days
in which you want to take
the leash off your carefully
trained explosiveness) the
original Q36.5 pre-shape
arm and leg warmers are
extreme garments, made
from high density woven
micro filaments while these
Sun&Air covers, on the other
hand, are softer, easier

Q&E

pieces of cycling clothing
equipment which can be
used in a higher temperature
range. Seamlessly knitted
with a polypropylenepolyamide-elastane thread,
they are calibrated less for
windblocking as they are for
additional thermal protection,
and fast wicking and drying
on early departing or late
finishing summer rides.
Their 50+SBF protection
also makes them an idea
accessory for those who ride

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polypropylene, 30% polyamide,
10% elastane
100 g
XS-S, M-L, XL-XXL
+ 15°C
096
40,00 €

in climates that demand
full body high UV-protection
throughout the ride.
Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability
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Scaldacollo
neck cover &
Headband

Minimal neck cover for extra
thermal protection and
insulation for your face
on the coldest days.
This can also be worn as a
headband. It’s a combination
of our UF Active material, that
protects without overheating,
and a perforated fleece

fabric positioned over the
mouth allowing maximal
transpiration during
breathing. Designed for
extreme functional versatility.

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

44% polyamide, 28% wool, 28% elastane
30 g
ONESIZE
+ 0°C
102
39,00 €

High
breathability
Water
repellence
High density
construction
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Bonnet

The Bonnet (informal cap).
A versatile head protection
tool, minimalist like the the
Headband and the
Sottocasco, developed with
performance fabric. It has
a transversal soul: it will offer
you its comfortable

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

protection while cycling,
cross-country skiing or simply
taking a coffee.
Perhaps, the first piece of
a new collection of
commuting clothing…
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60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane
23 g
ONESIZE
+ 0°C
120
45,00 €

Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability

Sottocasco

Slightly warmer than its more
monkishly simple brother,
the fleece headband, the
sottocasco hat is made
from the same dense lowvolume Italian fleece but
uses a proprietary 4-panel
design to ensure snuggest fit
underneath your helmet.

Q&E

The fleece material is
left with raw unhemmed
edge allowing it to lie
flush on the head and the
contrastcoloured grip fabric
insert at the rear further
enhances the non-slip fit.

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane
27 g
ONESIZE
+ 0°C
099
39,00 €

Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability
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Fleece
Headband

The Franciscan monk of
the collection. 18.5 g of
polyamide-polyesterelastane fleece.
A generous 12cm height for
full coverage. Soft, warm,
ultra-thin (for fuss-free fit
underneath helmet).
Very ascetic.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% polyamide, 23% polyester, 17% elastane
18.5 g
ONESIZE
+ 0°C
098
24,00 €

Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability

Rain Cap

An essential piece of
Equipment using the same
componentry system as our
R. Shell Protection: a
proprietary three-layer
waterproof, highly breathable
fabric.
It’s a rain cap that protects
you from tough weather
conditions.
21g of pure essentialism!

Q&E

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

11% polyamide, 53% polyester, 16% ptfe,
20% polyurethane
21 g
ONESIZE
+ 10°C
130
39,00 €

Pre
shaped fit
High
breathability
UF Waterproof
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Ultralong

There’s only one colour
scheme for a secret-weapon
sock if a sensitive and
particular pro wants to wear it
without breaking a
sponsorship contract: all
white, no markings. Without
giving too much away this
sock (in its original version) is
all white and has no markings.
Originally designed for the
elite cyclist who prefers
to wear a tighter fitting shoe
for more direct pedalling
sensations and thus requires
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the thinnest sock that
technology permits.
This seamless tube sock is
knitted using an ultra-fine,
incredibly soft, microfilament
with high elastane content
for a snug fit and zero-crease
interface with the shoe.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Compression
100% Wool

15% polypropylene, 62% polyamide,
23% elastane
30 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+ 22°C
2036 Black, 2037 White
16,00 €

Achilles tendon
protection
pad
Metatarsal
protection pad

The Compression 100% Wool,
has a special superfine wool
threat made with 100% wool .
It has the same composition
of the Plus but builded with
our proprietary compression
“mold” to combine the double
benefits of the active
compression properties and
thermal features of the yarn.
For ultimate zero-crease
contoured fit we recommend
cold washing the sock before
first use.

Q&E

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

60% merino wool, 5% polyamide,
25% elastane, 10% polypropylene
37 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+ 8°C
2050
21,50 €

Achilles tendon
protection
pad
Gradual
Compression
Pump Action
Metatarsal
protection pad
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Plus

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Essential for those who prefer
that full pedal to the metal
thin sock feeling all year
round, this is an Avantgarde
ultra light winter sock
constructed with superior
natural thermic merino wool
and silk threads. The
sock follows the same
lightweight density
construction techniques of
the Ultralight adapted for use
in cooler climate conditions:
the addition of silk (scarcely
used in cycling socks) to the
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merino wool increases
the thermal properties of the
fabric while at the same time
significantly reducing volume
and weight. 37g
per pair. Please note that this
wool-silk thread blend will
shrink slightly.
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Termico
Toecover

60% merino wool, 5% polyamide,
25% elastane, 10% polypropylene
37 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+8°C
2047 You Grey, 2048 You Black,
2049 You Azzurro
21,50 €

Material
Weight
Sizes
When

Product
Price

Achilles tendon
protection
pad

Not your average toecovers.
Cut for maximum protection
and minimal obstruction.
Made from Q36.5’s UF Thermal
Shell.
44 g & very essential.

49% polyester, 19% polyurethane,
19% polyamide, 13% elastane
44 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
According to one’s own personal preferences
this toecover may used under/over overshoes
to perfectly dial your thermal requirements.
Worn alone over shoes best use above 5 °C
233 Black
30,60 €

Unique Fabric
ThermalShell
Reflective
insert

Metatarsal
protection pad

Q&E
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Copriscarpa
Overshoes

The perfect mid-season foot
protection accessory, this
polypropylene overshoe offers
warmth without
impeding breathability. 3M
Silver reflective band for extra
safety. Pre-cut cleat holes.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Copriscarpa
Overshoes
Cordura

45% polypropylene, 35% polyamide,
17% elastane, 3% reflex
45 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+ 8°C
230 White, 231 Black
21,50 €

Reflective
insert
Pre
shaped fit

The Q36.5 overshoe gets
a make-over with the
introduction of the more
durable cordura thread as
well as new ultra-minimal
graphics. Connoisseurs will
note and appreciate the
Belgian style of the overshoe’s
increased cuff length. This
increased length creates a
smoother more aerodynamic
silhouette as well as being
calculated to cover tall winter
sock such as Q36.5’s new
Bundeswehr-Schneetarn Plus.

Q&E

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

75% cordura polyamide, 25% elastane
55 g
36-39, 40-43, 44-47
+ 5°C
236 Persimon, 234 Black
21,50 €

Pre
shaped fit
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Hybrid Que
Glove

Made from Q36.5’s proprietary
single-layer fabric able to
provide a degree of wind
stopping comparable to that
of fabrics with membranes,
but with none of the
associated drawbacks to
breathability or stretch and
comfort, the Hybrid Glove is a
sophisticated and ultralight
(42 g per pair) alternative to
the popular knitted gloves
used by many during spring
or fall, when temperatures
remain between 10-15° C.
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The inner side of the Hybrid
Glove’s fabric is fleeced
for comfort and thermicity
while the water repellency
treatment and extremely
high-density woven outer
surface of the glove makes
them more than capable
of fending off light showers
and dry very quickly, unlike
the traditional knitted
gloves usually found in this
temperature range.
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Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

Upper: 62% polyamide, 37% elastane, 1% silver
Palm: 100% polyamide
42.5 g
XS, S, M, L, XL
+ 10°C
258 Black, 258.3 Green
60,00 €

Reflective
insert
Silver Thread

Uf Hybrid
Shell

Be Love 0
Glove

A mid-season and early
winter glove designed
with Q36.5’s proprietary UF
Thermal Shell fabric (originally
developed for use in our
full winter Termica jacket).
The laminated, fleece-lined
fabric provides excellent
waterproofing and thermal
qualities.
The glove is cut with same
minute attention to comfort
and ease-of-movement as
the rest of the collection. The
pre-shape fit, which can be

Q&E

noted in the way in which
even when unworn the glove
curls forward in the wrist
and thumb-forefinger areas,
mimics the riding position
of the hand, resulting in
minimal tension in the glove’s
fabric (and subsequently
also the hand within it) while
in a riding position. Lateral
reflective panels. Palm
padding for nerve protection
and Japanese micro-suede
inserts.

Material
Weight
Sizes
When
Product
Price

45% polyester, 19% polyamide,
13% elastane, 23% polyurethane
69 g
XS, S, M, L, XL
+ 0°C
256
98,00 €

Reflective
insert
Pre
shaped fit
Water
repellence
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Waterbottle by
Camelback

Weight
Sizes
Product
Price

73 g
620 ml
1110 Vaccaboia
16,00 €

Smart
Protector

Material
Weight
Sizes
Product
Price

Introducing Q36.5’s
water bottle powered by
Camelback: it’s 100% BPA,
BPS and BPF free! The bottles’
lightweight, ergonomic design
offers excellent squeezability
without compromising your
grip. Experience less splatter
and spills so you can fully
concentrate on the road
ahead.
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At this point we’re all used
to riding with our phones.
We’re also used to putting
them in zip-lock bags, plastic
folders… whatever’s handy
to try to protect them from
the corrosive effects of
perspiration.
Q36.5 takes this little detail
very seriously and has
devised a refined high-tech
accessory made from two
layers of waterproof fabric
using construction techniques
passed down to us by a
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dear Florentine colleague
specialized in the construction
of luxury handbags (note
how the inner layer of the
case is almost entirely without
stitching).
Compatible with most smart
phones:
Regular version (14.5 x 8 cm)
and Plus version ( 16.5 x 9.5
cm)

45% polyamide, 35% polyestere,
15% elastane, 5% polyurethane
19 g
Regular version (14.5 x 8 cm),
Plus version ( 16.5 x 9.5 cm)
1002.2 Black/Black, 1002.PLUS Black/Green,
1004 Orange, 1004.PLUS Orange
46,00 €

UF Waterproof

High
Breathability
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Wash Formula

Introducing Q36.5’s new
“Wash Formula”
We have devised a delicate
liquid detergent specifically
for sports apparel that
protects garments and thus
makes them last longer.
Q36.5’s “Wash Formula”
works effectively: it washes
without ruining garments
and their fibres and sanitises
the garments thanks to the

antibacterial properties found
in the liquid.
Our “Wash Formula” is
entirely plant-based without
the inclusion of petroleum,
phosphorus or phosphates.
This is the first organic
and biodegradable sports
detergent on the market.
Give it a try and notice the
difference!
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Sizes
Product
Price

250 ml
5000
16,00 €

Washing-bag

Weight
Sizes
Product
Price

38 g

38 x 28 cm
1100
26,00 €

The Washing-bag, an
important accessory to
protect our garments during
washing.
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Roll-up Q36.5

Sizes
Product

40 x 50

1120.1 Calibrated for windblocking and light
thermal protection.
1120.2 Also for bad weather condition.
1120.3 An extreme vision of the future of
competitive cycling clothing.

Display Q36.5
Winter

Upper part
Under part
Total height
Total weight
Product

The tower is made of two parts which can be
easily assembled.
(User manual included)
55x55x80cm/h
55x55x120cm/h
200cm/h
ca. 18kg
1161

This eye catching display has
been specially developed
with the underlying idea of
it being self contained, thus
supporting the dealer with
a fully independent display
suitable for every location.
The sleek design
communicates our brand
and highlights our Essential
Collection as well as the
current top seasonal
products.
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Achilles tendon protection pad
Padded rectangular area which protects the Achilles Tendon zone, increasing comfort and longevity of the
product. This feature has been designed to compensate for the severity of the grip in the tighter rear heel
construction of the new generation of stiffer-soled cycling shoes.

Chamois Fusion
The chamois pads of high performance cycling bib shorts of the last 10 years have been characterised by
the use of two different technologies: the first is the sewn flexible pad pioneered by Assos and Cytech with
invention of the Elastic Interface® in 2000.
The second is the use thermo moulded foam pads. Each have their distinctive advantages: the sewn pad
is more flexible and elastic while the thermo moulded pad is able to use a much denser grade of foam and
thus offer more support and padding. Multi-layer and multi-density open cell foam, calibrated for different
levels and kinds of support (eg. the perineal, ischiatic, genital and gluteal zones) is used throughout the chamois area.In the front part of the chamois, where flexibility, breathability and softness are most appreciated
the foam’s elastic covering fabric is cut and sewn. In the rear part of the chamois, where flexibility is at less of
a premium, compared to support and padding, the foam is thermo-moulded in order to achieve a superior
density.
The perineal area is also taken into specific consideration with two parallel lengthwise foam pads positioned
in the appropriate area in function of the rider’s good health.The pad cover, a proprietary atypical ‘double-heart shape of generous proportions, has been designed to better cup the gluteal and genital areas.

Chamois Super Moulded

Glossary

Padded rectangular area which protects the Achilles Tendon zone, increasing comfort and longevity of the
product. This feature has been designed to compensate for the severity of the grip in the tighter rear heel
construction of the new generation of stiffer-soled cycling shoes.

Ergogenic pattern
An Ergogenic Pattern garment has been designed in such a way as that all panels and fabrics are tuned to
support specific musculature groups during sporting activity. Garments designed with Ergogenic Patterns will
be distinguished by their extremely snug but not constrictive feel and increased stability during the pedalling
motion, as the fabric, cut and panel alignment support a balanced position and accordingly reduce muscular fatigue on longer or more intense rides.

Hermetic collar system
A second collar found on the internal side of the first collar. This second collar is a soft and elastic fleece cut
to easily rest directly against the neck much like the elasticated tape used underneath a cape by barbers.
This second internal collar hermetically seals the body from cold air which can often enter from the rear part
of the neck during activity, offering superior protection to that provided by the traditional single collar found
on other cycling jackets.
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Honey Comb Pattern

Pump Action Gradual Compression

The ‘honey-comb’ pattern of the knit is deployed in various different densities, along with open-mesh
sections, mapping the thermal requirements and regional sweat rates of an athlete’s body. Not only does
this allow for the best rider comfort and protection, it also allows for the volume of the product to be significantly reduced where possible.

A gradual compression system for socks designed with a cone shape for greatest compression at the bottom of the foot. Specifically designed for active compression i.e. to be used during activity rather than during
the recovery period.

Riri Aquazip

Invisible pocket system

The Aquazip ® is a water-resistant declination of the legendary Storm ® zip which was developed for and
showcased by the Alinghi crew in their America’s Cup victory of 2003.
Riri are world specialists of high-tech plastic zips (in addition to their fashion zippers, which are used by clients such as Hèrmes); a technical waterproof or resistant jacket using Riri zips is immediately visually striking
not just because of the evident high quality of the components but for the very fact that the zipper’s teeth
are visible, unlike products from the competition which always include PU-strips or even storm flaps which
protect and cover from sight the teeth. Riri’s plastic moulded teeth, injected directly onto the tape create a
highly water-resistant seal without the need for further protection. The result is a cleaner and more minimal
jacket design as well as a moderate weight saving.

Unique pocket patch design which does away with clumsy extra panel of fabric used in all other jerseys,
instead integrating the containers into the jersey pattern itself. 3 equally large pockets plus 1 extra zip pocket.
This feature accentuates the essentialism and minimalist aesthetic of Q36.5 jersey and jacket designs and
offers a minor aerodynamic advantage.

Q36.5 products which use the Riri Aquazip ®:

Lightweight density construction

Vest L1 Essential – 4mm Aquazip ®
La Termica Jacket – 6mm Aquazip ®

Single thread construction using microfilaments with 200-needle knit which produces an extremely dense
but soft peau d’ange fabric. All products which employ this construction technique are characterised by
noticeably lower volume fabric and superior longevity.

RSR body mapping

Lumbar Support Panel

Garments constructed with RSR (Regional Sweat Rate) body mapping will be breathable in differing degrees
throughout the garment according to scientific research data collected regarding the various regional sweat rates of the athlete’s body. This more strategic use of breathable panels and varying densities allows for
the construction of the lowest volume garment as well as the most stable body temperature during activity.

The lumbar support panel is an x-shaped panel that can be found above the rear part of the chamois on all
Q36.5 bib shorts. The panel is made from a proprietary fabric that has the greatest woven density (Modulus
Force warp 510, weft 620) of any panel in the bib short, its visible ribbing operates as an architectural intervention providing even greater structure to the fabric’s body. This extreme compressiveness (impossible, for
example, with the knitted fabrics used by all other bib short brands) creates a zone of support for the lumbar
and gluteus musculature, providing the rider with improved stability, orientation, balance and proprioceptivity in this critical zone in which all the principal muscles used in the pedalling action are connected.
The Lumbar Support Panel is the ballast of the entire vectorial elasticity concept, the particularly high modulus force of the strategically placed panel’s fabric renders it able to control the ‘tension’ so visible to the eye,
and palpable to the body, of the rest of the Salopette L1 Essential. It is another ‘hidden signature’ of the Q36.5
collection.

Seamless Karl Maier Construction
All seamless machines are not equal. Q36.5 has chosen to construct all its seamless garments on Karl Maier
machines whose superior technological capabilities allow for us to minimize and in many cases entirely eliminate the use of seams as well as design garments with sophisticated variable density body mapping Karl
Maier machines are, in our minds, the height of the expression of seamless technology.

Metatarsal protection pad

Silver Thread

Larger rectangular padded area which protects the metatarsal area of the foot, increasing comfort and
protection.

In 2013, when Q36.5 first introduced the use of next-generation high-density WOVEN FABRICS into the world of
high-performance cycling clothing with its Salopette L1 the move was a bold one, breaking with the knitted
stretch fabrics which have monopolized bib short construction over the last 40 years.
In 2016 Q36.5 has further enhanced the character of this unique choice through the introduction of a silver
thread into the weft of the fabric used in two different panels of il dottore: the bottom 20 cm of the legs and
the lumbar support panel (which supports the gluteus, the largest human muscle).
In this case the pure silver thread’s greatest performance advantage is not given by its anti-bacterial or
conductive qualities but by it qualities of protection from electrostatic and magnetic interference (the
so-called “electrosmog” pollution of electromagnetic radiation resulting from wireless technology and mains
electricity). The protection offered by the silver thread from these waves allow the active muscles to operate
with less “distractions”, further refining the ergogenic function of Q36.5’s high density woven fabrics.

Pre-Shape fit
A pre-shape fit garment is cut to have the least resistance to the athlete’s body when in the position it assumes while riding. Riders will notice that pre-shaped garments will, when hung unworn from a hanger, naturally fall towards a riding position. This means that while the wearer may feel a minor degree of strain or notice
small creases in the garment when standing upright and not on the bike he or she will be most comfortable
and aerodynamic and have greatest ease of motion when riding.
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Tubular Brace System

Unique Fabric L1

The tubular brace system is a proprietary design feature of Q36.5 which removes all seams from contact
with the body by using a tubular system of construction in which the seams are stitched together in the
internal part of the tube which comprises the brace.
This very clean construction, which eliminates the need to use any kind of ribbon trim or hem on the sides of
the braces, together with the cut and fabric orientation of the braces enables them to work with you when in
a riding position. The rider will be struck by how little he or she can feel the braces during activity, without any
loss of support.

Unique Fabric L1 is an extremely lightweight (110g per metre) woven microfibre fabric developed for use in
summer cycling jerseys. It is characterised by exceptional drying times, textured, almost ‘rough’ surface (which increases the surface area of the fabric and thus its ability to wick away moisture away from the surface
of the body) and a softer hand relative to the paper-thin fabrics used in other high-end lightweight jerseys.
The elastane content of the fabric is given by, unlike traditional polyester-elastane mix fabrics which simply
mix the two threads in the desired proportion, an elastane filament which is then wrapped in polyestermide
staples, protecting it entirely from any surface contact and thus guaranteeing exceptional longevity of the
fabric’s elasticity.
UV +50SBF protection.

UF Waterproof / High Breathability

Unique Fabric Thermal Shell

The R. Shell Protection is constructed from an essentialist proprietary 3-layer fabric: the outer layer is an
extremely compact high-density woven polyamide, while the second layer is an avant-garde Japanese
hydrophilic membrane with very high-breathability (RET value of 5) and 18.000 mm/l waterproof rating.

Unique Fabric ThermalShell is Q36.5 proprietary low-volume laminated shell fabric specifically developed for
the intensity of high performance cycling in cold and extreme cold weather.
The external layer of the shell is an extremely dense and lightweight polyamide-lycra fabric with a water-resistance treatment. The fabric is highly elastic, with 4-way stretch for best ease of movement, constructed
for durability and toughness.
The inner layer is made from the finest Italian polyester fleece.
MOST IMPORTANLY the middle layer of this laminated fabric is a Japanese-made hydrophilic 18micron
non-porous PU membrane. Q36.5 favours the use of hydrophilic over hydrophobic membranes (such as
Goretex™), believing that they best allow for the body to transpire and remain dry at a healthy temperature
during intense athletic activity*
The hydrophilic membrane offers the most suitable combination between thermal insulation, vapour permeability and waterproofness for high intensity cycling in cold and extreme cold weather. The polymer molecules of the membrane have a predetermined activation point at which they ‘open’ and increase permeability (allowing the body to transpire more efficiently at high temperatures) and ‘close’ at lower temperatures
allowing for an increase in the insulation properties when the body temperature is lower.

Unhemmed Finish
Unhemmed finish means that the way in which the fabric has been woven or knitted allows for it to be cut
and modified directly by the user with no need to then be hemmed. Please feel free to cut your Unhemmed
Finish garment any way you see fit!

Unique Fabric Hybrid Shell
The UF Hybrid Shell takes its name from the fabric’s ability to mimic the performance of a laminated shell
fabric without the use of a membrane, using high density weaving techniques (an expertise which Q36.5
has been the first – and as yet only brand – to develop in the cycling clothing sector) to produce a natural windbreaker barrier* with extremely low fabric weight and volume (190 g/m²). This allows for jackets to
maintain excellent breathability (extremely important in high intensity physical activity such as cycling) and
the stretch needed to preserve the ergogenic and compressive fit that is so characteristic of the entire Q36.5
range.
The introduction of the silver thread to the weft of the fabric (subtly visible, in a light ‘pinstriping’ running vertically through the fabric) from AW2014-15 onwards may be understood as a further fine-tuning of the fabric’s
original raison d’être in which the extraordinary natural properties of this material are carefully exploited in a
performance-wear context.
In cold weather the Hybrid Shell fabric benefits from silver’s extremely high rate (95%) of infrared reflection.
This means that 95% of the heat emitted by the body is reflected back by the silver onto its source. Furthermore the low emissivity of silver means that the heat not reflected back on the body by the material is stored
in the silver thread of the fabric for a much greater than average period of time. This quality is of particularly
great benefit during periods of lower exertion (descents, short breaks etc.).
When activity becomes intense and the body emits an excess of heat and moisture which must be dealt
with through conduction, evaporation and convection, the fabric instead benefits from silver’s high thermal
conductivity (the greatest of any element present on earth). Thermal conductivity refers to silver’s ability to
distribute heat quickly and evenly across its surface (like the silver spoon in a cup of hot tea), accelerating
conduction of the body’s heat to the surface from which it can evaporate. Evaporation itself is then accelerated by silver’s high level of conduction in a humid environment.
The anti-static dissipative effects of silver also improve micro-circulation and its anti-bacterial qualities ensure better hygiene and less perspiration odours.

Vectorial Elasticity
An extension of the Ergogenic pattern concept Vectorial Elasticity particularly refers to the intelligent alignment of panels so that the ergogenic qualities of the fabric (modulus force, elastic return and stretch) are
orientated in function of the direction of the pedalling action, a strategic design feature which can be perceived by sensitive riders during the pedalling action while wearing the Salopette L1 Essential:
In the design of the Salopette L1 Essential the elasticity of the panel of fabric used for the thigh area along
the vector of the weft englobes the muscles conferring a: stabilization of fibres which may be disturbed by
bumps and other irregularities in the road surface; superior circulation thanks to the pump effect of the
pressure applied to musculature; improvement in proprioception thanks to the uniform sensation of ‘second
skin’ given by the material (in terms of the pedalling action this proprioception could correspond to a better
circular motion during the pedalling action or greater ease in maintain a high cadence).
The elasticity of the fabric along the warp’s vector is instead orientated to operate with least resistance on
the downward motion of the foot and with greatest return during the upward motion of the foot, thus reducing fatigue and guiding an economical pedalling action.

Water Repellence
The material has also undergone a treatment before being woven (as opposed to a ‘finish’ employed on the
fabric, choice which allow the threads to maintain their natural characteristics) for water resistance and fast
drying times.threads in the desired proportion, an elastane filament which is then wrapped in polyestermide
staples, protecting it entirely from any surface contact and thus guaranteeing exceptional longevity of the
fabric’s elasticity.
UV +50SBF protection.
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